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This invention relates to gaging devices and morepar 
ticularly to a device for gaging certaincharacteri'stics’ of 
assemblies of iluid reaotant blades and the like; 

v It is an object of this invention to provide an apparatus 
for use in gaging the ñow area between blades of. a iiuid 
reactant blade assembly such. as a turbine nozzle unit or 
the like, which apparatus is simpleA in construction and 
application and useful for a long service. life of repeated 
precision gaging operations. j . 

It is a further object to provide an apparatus forsimul' 
taneously gaging the displacement between blades of a 
iluid reactant assembly such as a turbine nozzle unit or 
the like at a plurality of locations along the blade lengths 
and obtaining a gaging response therefrom determined 
by the flow area between the blades. ` 

It> is. a further object to provide such an apparatus 
wherein opposed pairs of gaging contacts engage pre 
determined points on adjacent faces of an adjacent pair 
of blades and ,areI relatively positioned thereby, each 
pair of gaging contacts cooperating to control the leak 
age ilow'through' an associated ñuid‘leakage oriñceand 

the orifices being connected to aV common source of under controlled pressure and a common indicator where 

by a single indication is provided` indicative of the dis. 
placement between the blade faces. ` ' ' 

It is a> further object to provide such an apparatus 
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wherein a'V carrier is provided for a plurality'of ga‘gíng Y 
means, each including a pair of opposed gaging contacts 
for association with lthe blade surfaces, at least a pair of 
said contacts being ñXed to the carrier whereby the car 
rier is located relative to the blades during gaging and 
one of the gaging units including contacts which> are mov 
able relative to one another and with respect tothe carrier 
to accommodate variation inlongitudinal 'curvature of 
the blades, whereby an accurate gaging response is ob 
tained irrespective of such variations. 

It is a further object to provide a unit for gaging the 
minimum flow area between a pair of adjacent blades 
of a fluidl reactant blade assembly comprising opposedy 
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pairs of gaging contacts controlling associated oriñces ` 
connected to a common indicator, corresponding con 
tacts in each of the gaging means beingprovide'd for 
engagement with the trailing edge of one ofthe blades' 
and each opposed contact being provided for engagement 
with the adjacent surface of the adjacent blade at a 
point or" minimum displacement therebetween, whereby 
by rocking the unit' about the trailing edge of the one' 
blade a minimum indication is obtained which is indica 
tive of the minimum flow area. ` » 

Other objects and advantages of the invention will be' 
apparent from the following description, the _appended 
claims and the accompanying drawing in‘which, " l 

Figure 1 is a view of an apparatus embodying the 
present invention provided for gaging theliovv` area 
between a’. pair of adjacent> blades'A ofV a turbine nozzle 
unit,«, > ` ' "‘ " 

,Figure 2. is a» sectional; viewy on line`> 24-2'. off Fig 
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Figure 3 is a fragmentary sectionk taken on line 3~3 

of Figure l, 
_l Figu`re_4’_is an enlargedy fragmentary section showing 
the' ̀ association of'a pair of opposed gaging contacts with 
a p'a‘ir 'of fluid react-ant blades», and l j 

Figure’ '5 is a fragmentary View of a turbine nozzle 
assembly. j 

In the manufacture of gas turbine engines' it is eX 
treníel'y important .that the total passage area between 
the 'blades' of 'the iluid reactant assemblies and in par 
ticulanbetween the blades of the turbine nozzle unit 
be within permissible limits. The totalV passage area 
through' which the propulsive fluid may pass has a bear 
ing onthe eñîciency ofthe assembled engine. This pas 
sa'g'e‘ .area is’ determined by >the radial length of the 
space' between the blades and the mean yminimum dis 
placement between each adjacent blade pair. The radial 
extent' of’l the blades is easily controlled during manu 
facture and usually is gaged at a few points to arrive 
atan 'average ñgure. 

In determining the mean minimum displacement be 
tween‘ adjacent blade pairs itV has previouslybeen neces 
saryto' take a number o'fseparate measurements atA dif 
ferent radial positions along tlie blade lengths. Through 
application ofthe present invention it» is possible to 
make a "single measurement between the opposing faces 
of adjacent bladesV and obtain in a single indication the 
average minimum displacement between- the blade sur 
faces ‘and the ilowV area therebetween with the radial 
extentof the passage area being known. Thus, the num 
ber ofïrea'din‘gs'ds .materially reduced and the number 
of calculations involved are minimized. For example, in 
one previous" application it has been necessary to make 
a' number of individual measurements of the minimum 
displacement' between each adjacent pair of blades at 
different radial. positions. This involves a number of 
recordings and' a number of calculations to determine 
the minimum flow area between only one pair of blades. 
The advantages of the single reading `provided by the 
present invention willV be obvious when the number of 
bladepa‘irs which must be gaged' is visualized. 

In the illustrated embodiment of the present invention 
an apparatusy is providedA giving a single indication de 
termined'V by the relativev displacements between three 
pairs of’ gaging contacts, each pair cooperating -with a 
point- along the trailing edge of'one blade and the point 
on the'opp'osing surface o‘f the adjacent blade at a 
mum‘displacement therefrom. - 

'A vfragment of a turbine nozzle unit’ is shown in Fig 
urel 5. The radially outer shroud ring is indicated at 10 
and the radially inner ring at 11 with a yseries of blades 
extending' therebetween. 
the minimum displacement between blades 12 and 14 
is gaged" at locations 15, 16*A and 17 by means of the ap 
paratus shown in the other figures. Three gaging means` 
or assemblies 20, 21 and 24‘are mounted on a common 
cariier‘ZS‘. Carrier 25 is manipulated by the operator 
through` means of a handle 26. .Each of the> gaging’as-y 
semblies'includesV a pair of opposed cooperating ̀ gaging 
contacts‘for“ engagement with respective points on the 
blade and a iluid'leakage oriñce ‘cont`rolled'thereby.Y The 
orifices are> connected to a common conduit and a com 
mon-indicator responsive to the leakages therethrough 
as determined by the ̀ mean displacement between the 
blade surfaces gaged. ` ` ' .  

Ga'ging‘assembly. 24‘is illustratedin section in Figure 3. 
A ii'rstg'ag’in’g Contact 30'providedlforidisposition against 
they trailing edge of blade 1_2 in> this application is carried 
byïa=member 3-1» fixed to carrier 25 'by a screw> 32. ' Screw 
Slis-'adjustable along a slot Y35 provided in the carrier, 
Asecondï‘conta'c'tß'ó i's carried by-«a'bell crank 37V pivot'eclv 

. at1ï38â onîrnemberr 3'1'. >A controllableleakage' oritice'uriit 

In this‘ exemplary application» 
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4'@ which can be of the type disclosed in Patent Number 
2,691,827, issued October 19, 1954, is ñxed in member 
3l by means of a set screw 4l. 

Gaging cartridges such as that indicated at 40 provide 
a fluid leakage orifice in the cartridge body which is 
controlled by movements of an extended contactor 45. 

In the assembly 24 contactor 45 engages bell crank 
37 and as it will be seen that the leakage through cartridge 
4l? and conduit 5l) will be determined by the relative dis 
placement between gaging contacts 30 and 36 and the 
distance between the blade surfaces engaged. 

Gaging assembly 24 is at one side of the apparatus as 
seen in Figure 1. Assembly 20 at the other side of the 
apparatus is similar in construction, being provided with 
one gaging contact fixed relative to carrier 25 and another 
contact 55 pivoted on a member 56 which supports a sec 
ond fluid leakage orifice unit 57. The contactor 58 of 
this orifice unit is controlled by movement of a bell crank 
59 positioned by contact 55. With gaging assemblies 20 
and 24 having ñxed contacts for engaging the trailing 
edge of the blade carrier 25 can be swung about the trail 
ing edge during gaging. 

Figure 4 illustrates the association of the gaging con 
tacts of the assembly 24 with blades 12 and 14, which 
association is'typical of the assemblies. It will be seen 
that contact 36 engages the surface of blade 14 and 
notch-like contact 30 engages and receives the trailing 
edge of blade 12. 
Due to the fact that the blades may be bowed in a 

lengthwise direction to varying degrees, the central as 
sembly 2l is constructed as seen in Figure 2 for floating 
movement relative to the other gaging assemblies and to 
carrier 25. 

In this case gaging contact 60 is fixed to member 61 
and serves to pivot the member about an axis 62 to 
bodily position oriñce unit 65 relative to carrier 25. A 
spring bias 64 is provided to maintain contact 60 in 
engagement with the trailing edge of the blade. Contact 
67 on bell crank 68 is also pivoted about axis 62 and 
positions the contacting plunger 70 of unit 65 in accord 
ance with the relative displacements between contacts 60 
and 67 during gaging. Spring 7l situated between bell 
crank 68 and member 61 serves to urge contact 67 into 
engagement with the surface of blade 14 in this exemplary 
application. 
Thus in application the fixed contacts of assemblies 20 

and 24 engage the trailing edge of blade 12 and allow 
rocking movement of carrier 25 thereabout. Contacts 
55 and 36 of assemblies 20 and 24 respectively are spring 
urged into engagement with the surface of blade 14. In 
assembly 2l both gaging contacts 60 and 67 are relatively 
movable on carrier 25 and can seek their own position, 
accommodating for variations in longitudinal curvature 
of the blades to allow a gaging of the displacement be 
tween the blades at a desired location intermediate the 
blade ends. 

Air is supplied for gaging from a connection at 75 
adapted for connection to a source of air under pressure. 
The supplied air ñows through a single indicator 76, a 
passage 77 and through branch passages or conduits 78, 
’79 and 5G to gaging cartridges 57, 65 and 40 respectively. 
The indication obtained is determined by the sum of the 
flows through the gaging cartridges and the mean dis 
placement between the gage contact points. 

in practice where it is desired to measure the minimum 
flow area the carrier 25 is rocked about the fixed contacts 
engaging the trailing edge of blade l2 until a minimum 
reading is obtained on indicator 76. This indication 
will be determined by the mean minimum displacement 
between the blade surfaces at the gaging locations, pro 
viding a single indication of the ñow area between an 
adjacent pair of blades. The indicator utilized can be of 
the type illustrated having an internally tapered verticallyv 
disposed transparent flow tube and a float movable along 
the tube in response to the velocity of ñow which is in. 
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turn controlled by the leakage through the fluid leakage 
orifices in the gaging cartridges and the displacements 
between the associated pairs of gaging contacts. 
Thus it is seen that an apparatus has been provided for 

rapidly obtaining in a simple manner a single gaging 
response indicative of the flow area between an adjacent 
pair of blades of a fluid reactant blade assembly. The 
number of operations required has been materially re 
duced and recordings and computations have been mini 
mized. The apparatus is simple and rugged in construc 
tion and is useful for long service life of repeated gaging 
operations. 

While the form of apparatus herein described consti 
tutes a preferred embodiment of the invention, it is to be 
understood that the invention is not limited to this precise 
form of apparatus, and that changes may be made therein 
without departing from the scope of the invention which 
is deñned in the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
l. Apparatus foruse in determining the effective flow 

area between an adjacent pair of fluid reactant blades of 
airfoil section in an assembly such as a turbine nozzle unit 
or the like, comprising a plurality of gaging means, each 
gaging means having a pair of relatively movable op 
posing gaging contacts including a notch-like contact for 
engaging the trailing edge of one blade and an oppositely 
facing curved contact for engaging the convex surface of 
the adjacent blade, means responsive to the displacement 
between each cooperating pair of contacts and the op 
posing surfaces of an adjacent pair of blades at one point 
along the blade lengths, a carrier, means for supporting 
said gaging means on said carrier in relative spaced re 
lationship for gaging association with spaced points along 
the blade lengths, said supporting means disposing the 
respective pairs of contacts for movement in parallel gag 
ing planes and providing for floating movement to ac 
commodate variations in longitudinal blade conñguration, 
and indicating means connected to said plurality of gaging 
means providing a single indication determined by the 
minimum displacement between the blade surfaces at a 
plurality of points therealong and the ñow area there 
between. v 

2. Apparatus for measuring the displacement between 
an adjacent pair of fluid reactant blades of an assembly 
such as a turbine nozzle unit or the like, said apparatus 
comprising a plurality of gaging means for gaging the dis 
placements between adjacent surfaces of a pair of adja 
cent blades at a plurality of locations along the blade 
lengths, a carrier for supporting said gaging means in 
relatively spaced relationship along said blades, each of 
said gaging means including relatively movable first and 
second gaging contacts for association with a predeter 
mined point on the surface of one blade and the opposing 
surface of the other of said adjacent blades at a point of 
minimum displacement from said one point, the second 
gaging contact of at least a pair of said gaging means 
being fixed to said carrier whereby the carrier is located 
relative to the blades during gaging, another of said gaging 
means being mounted on said carrier for floating move 
ment to accommodate variations in lengthwise curvature 
of the blades, and indicating means connected to said 
plurality of gaging means providing a single indication 
responsive to the displacement between the pairs of gag 
ing contacts as determined by the flow area between the 
blades. 

3. Apparatus for measuring the displacement between 
an adjacent pair of fluid reactant blades of airfoil section 
in an assembly such as a turbine nozzle unit or the like, 
said apparatus comprising a carrier, gaging contact means 
supported for relative movement on said carrier including 
a notch-like receiver for engaging the trailing edge of one 
of the blades whereby the carrier is located for pivoting 

j movement about the blade edge and an oppositely facing 
' gaging contact for engaging the opposing convex surface 

75 of the adjacent blade, said contact being substantially 
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arcuately curved, fluid leakage gaging means on said 
carrier controlled by relative movement of said contacts, 
and air supply means leading to said fluid leakage gauging 
means adapted for connection to -a source of air under 
pressure and an indicator responsive to the leakage 
therethrough, whereby said carrier can be pivoted about 
an axis established by engagement of said receiver with 
the trailing edge of one blade 4‘as the curved gaging con 
tact follows the opposing surface of the adjacent blade 
and the minimum displacement between the blades de 
termined when the minimum indicator reading is obtained. 

4. Apparatus for measuring the displacement between 
an »adjacent pair of ñuid reactant blades of an assembly 
such as a turbine nozzle unit or the like, said apparatus 
comprising a plurality of gaging means, each gaging 
means including a iirst gaging contact for engagement 
with a surface on one of the blades at one predetermined 
point therealong and a second gaging contact for engage 
ment with the opposing surface of the other of said adja 
cent blades at the point of minimum displacement from 
said one point and a iiuid leakage oriiice controlled by 
the relative displacement between the gaging contacts dur~ 
ing gaging, `a carrier supporting said gaging means in 
relatively spaced relationship along the blades, at least a 
pair of said gaging means each including means iixing 
one of the gaging contacts >and the associated leakage 
oriñce to said carrier and carrying the other contact for 
movement relative thereto, whereby said carrier is located 
relative to said blades and the minimum displacement 
between the blades at a pair of points is gaged, means in 
a third of said gaging means carrying the associated con 
tacts for movement relative to one another and relative 
to said carrier and mounting the leakage oritice in ñxed 
relationship to one of the associated contacts for move 
ment therewith, whereby a third minimum displacement 
between the blades is gaged and variations in lengthwise 
curvature of said blades is accommodated, and air conduit 
means connected to each of said leakage orifices `adapted 
for connection to a source of air under controlled pressure 
and an indicator responsive to the total iiow through the 
plurality of leakage orifices and the displacements be 
tween the pairs of gaging contacts as determined by the 
ilow area between the blades. 

5. Apparatus for measuring the displacement between 
an adjacent pair of fluid reactant blades of an assembly 
such fas a turbine nozzle unit or the like, said apparatus 
comprising a plurality of gaging means, each including a 
pair of relatively movable gaging contacts for engage 
ment with a surface of one of the blades at one predeter 
mined point therealong and with the opposing surface of 
the other of said adjacent blades at the point of minimum 
displacement from said one point, a ñuid leakage oriiice 
in each gaging means controlled by the relative positions 
of the associated pair of gaging contacts, a carrier for 
supporting said gaging means in relatively spaced relation 
ship along the blades, at least a pair of said gaging means 
including means iiXing one of the associated gaging con 
tacts and the corresponding fluid leakage oriiice to said 
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carrier and carrying the other contact for pivoting move 
ment relative thereto, whereby said carrier is located 
relative to said blades and the leakage through the re 
spective orifices is determined by the minimum displace 
ment between the blades at the locations gaged, means in 
another of said gaging means carrying the associated 
gaging contacts for pivoting movement relative to one 
another «and relative to said carrier and mounting the 
associated leakage orifice in fixed relation to one of the 
associated gaging contacts for pivoting movement there 
with, whereby variations in lengthwise curvature of said 
blades is accommodated, the pivot axes for the various 
gaging contacts being parallel, air conduit means con 
nected to the plurality of gaging orifices and adapted for 
connection to a source of air under controlled pressure 
and an indicator responsive to the total flow through the 
orifices as determined by the relative displacement be 
tween the pairs of gaging contacts and the tiow area 
between the blades. 

6. Apparatus for measuring displacement between an 
adjacent pair of iiuid reactant blades of airfoil section in 
an assembly such as la turbine nozzle unit or the like 
comprising a carrier, a plurality ofgaging assemblies, each 
assembly including a contact following a notch-like de 
pression for locating engagement about the trailing edge of 
one blade and a relatively movable oppositely facing 
curved contact for engagement with and movement along 
the convex surface of the adjacent blade as the apparatus 
is rocked about the notch-like depressions, means in each 
assembly carrying the associated contacts for relative 
movement toward and from one another in accordance 
with the dimension gaged, means mounting said assem 
blies on said carrier in relatively spaced relationship for 
association with the blades at spaced locations there 
along and disposing the cooperating pairs of contacts for 
movement in parallel gaging planes, said mounting means 
including means carrying at least one of said assemblies 
for floating movement relative to the carrier and the 
other of said assemblies, and gaging means operatively 
connected to each of said assemblies responsive to the 
relative contact positions in each assembly to provide a 
single response determined by the composite displace 
ments between the blades at the spaced locations. 
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